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Founded in 1947, Hal Leonard LLC has become the worlds largest print music publisher,

representing some of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time. We are proud to publish titles

of interest to all musicians as well as music lovers, from songbooks and instructional titles to artist

biographies and instrument price guides to books about the music industry and all the performing
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I bought Piano Pieces for Children on the recommendation of my piano teacher who told me not to

be troubled by the name. She's right, saying it is for children makes it sound... well, childish. But

these pieces are anything but. None of them are dumbed down for easy playing, they are just well

selected and arranged and graded (i-IV) so you can find work at the appropriate level. Most

importantly, the music is not boring. I'm personally a fan of classical music and want to play so that I

can experience this music in a more intimate manner - playing exercises that are designed to be

nothing more than exercises would drive me crazy. I highly recommend this for anyone learning to



play and who is hoping to develop a fun, interesting repertoire. Also, find a good teacher to help

you. I tried teaching myself for years, but I've made more progress in a few weeks under the

guidance of a teacher than I did in years on my own.

I love love love this book. I've played this since I was young. So happy to find this book on  and I

must have it.

Very good book. Contains a wide variety of pieces, including many classics, arranged on a grade 3

level. Has something for everyone.

it is just okay. it seems hard for a young or adult beginner. did not open it again since i first got it.

been using the

I was SO excited when I found out this book was still in print. This book has been in my family for

ages and was used by my sisters and I. It's very used, coming apart and showing its age, but full of

memories. And now my daughter is using our original copy! So I was thrilled I could find it and had

to get another copy. When it arrived, it was everything I had hoped...the exact book but in

tact...ready to be played and played again! Thank you!

You can't imagine how happy I am after more yhan 55 years, having a close encounter with this

piano pices for children i found at .I just love it.I used to play them all.Now I am practicing again and

it brings so many beautiful memories to my soul.

Piano teacher rejects this book as the print is too small. I agree since you can clearly see almost 2"

margin on the bottom and 1.5" margin on both sides. Need to return and find another version.

Great collection.
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